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RELEASE NOTES

Release notes IDEA StatiCa 22.0 - Full version
Apr 21, 2022

IDEA Sta�Ca version 22.0 is alive now and brings you many improvements in both the steel and
concrete structural design. Working with IDEA Sta�Ca will take less �me than ever while offering
you addi�onal modeling and design op�ons.

What is new? Connec�on Browser can now create company sets of steel connec�ons. Two new BIM links, improved
imports to Checkbot for all exis�ng links. New connec�ons modeling tools, be�er concrete result analysis, improved UI
of our applica�ons, and much more.

Discover all the improvements below and Calculate yesterday's es�mates!

News for Steel
Although our steel applica�ons for connec�on and member design are leading the market already, we keep improving
them rapidly. Connec�on Browser now enables you to create and share your connec�on designs with colleagues in
your company. This means your unique company set of connec�ons, synced automa�cally to all users of your license,
ready to be used! 

We have solved the challenging cu�ng and welding of members going through another member of a hollow sec�on.
Moreover, you will be able to simulate the connec�on of the member to, for example, a slab providing addi�onal
support against lateral-torsional buckling. This works both for IDEA Sta�Ca Connec�on and IDEA Sta�Ca Member.

IDEA Sta�Ca Connec�on is now also able to check the contact between a baseplate and a concrete block even
without installed anchors. Our focus was also on upda�ng our material library and complemen�ng the code checks
based on your design code. We have specified the points of considera�on when connec�ng hollow sec�ons with long
bolts going through.

Analysis of fa�gue was supplemented by the checks of the stress directly in the welds as well as in plates next to them.
And for be�er safety, the setup of loads in equilibrium will be the default from now on.
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Last but not least, our Connec�on Lite free cloud service was updated to comply with the latest desktop applica�on.

Company sets & selection in the Connection Browser
Connec�on Browser introduced in the previous 21.1 version keeps boos�ng its func�onality.
From now, you can share designs within your company, enter the Connec�on Browser in the
scene by the right-mouse bu�on or filter the designs based on several criteria.
Check all the features in IDEA Sta�Ca 22.0 and compare them with the Connec�on Browser (v21.1) introduced in the
previous version.

Company set of your designs
A company connec�on design set is a set of saved designs (templates) created by you or your colleagues from the
same company. The set is accessible for all users from the company (based on the company license group), while users
from different companies cannot see, use or access these design items.

Every user from a company can search and apply the saved company designs as well as add a new design to the
company set. A�er crea�ng your custom connec�on, press the Publish bu�on in the top ribbon, specify the
descrip�on and select the Connec�on Design Set (CDS) to save your connec�on as a new template. The Private items
will be available only for you, while the Company is shared with your colleagues. 

To view and manage your Private and Company design sets, use the Manage bu�on in the top ribbon.

https://www.ideastatica.com/support-center/connection-browser-new-library-of-connections-v21-1
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/8a9d738f-6bf6-4dbc-b8f3-470a3b98db1d/ConBr-CompanySet_3.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/9abcdffa-9fe8-43fa-9ead-1054ba3521a5/ConBr-CompanySet_4.png
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Introduction video of the Company sets in the new Connection Browser:

Improved filters to manage designs
In the Connec�on Browser (opened by the Propose bu�on from the top ribbon), you can find a gallery of all saved
designs proposed for a given geometry (see the ar�cle from Release notes 21.1 to get familiar with the interface and
find out how to work with the geometry). To easily find the desired design, you can switch on and off items based on
the used connectors (anchors, bolts, weld, cleats) by the filter on le�.

Above the gallery preview of the designs, you can turn on and off the three different sets of designs:

IDEA Sta�Ca connec�on design set is a set of design items (templates) created for you by IDEA Sta�Ca team and accessible
for all users without limita�on.

Private connec�on design set is a set of design items (templates) created by a user and accessible only by the user (based on
user account). No other users can see, use or access these design items.

Company connec�on design set is a set of design items (templates) created by users from a company and accessible by users
from a company (based on company account license group). Users from different companies cannot see, use or access these
design items.

The right-mouse button opens the Connection Browser
This feature is another step of the Connec�on Browser integra�on into IDEA Sta�Ca Connec�on interface and
replaces the similar old-style feature under the right-mouse bu�on. Shortcut for those of you who like to be super fast
- the right-click on a member in the 3D scene automa�cally proposes designs that fit from your library.

The UI of the right mouse bu�on features Connect to, Anchor, and Modify remains the same. Instead of a solid set of
general templates, the Connec�on Browser proposes designs that fit the number of selected members, their geometry,
and cross-sec�ons.

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/c0d488e1-c823-48a0-bf0e-7aaa1f8d894a/ConBr-CompanySet_5.png
https://www.ideastatica.com/support-center/connection-browser-new-library-of-connections-v21-1
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/3052695a-20fd-4c26-a49c-ad78ec1ce2e7/ConBr-Connectors_1.png
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The right-click selec�on workflow with integrated Connec�on Browser:

The right-mouse bu�on feature has been available since the 21.1.1 patch.

Selection functionality
As men�oned above, you can use the selec�on of mul�ple members by holding the CTRL or SHIFT key and selec�ng
them in the scene. Confirm the selec�on by the spacebar key or Enter key or by another right-mouse click.

Alterna�vely, you can select mul�ple members by clicking and dragging the selec�on window. In this case, no
confirma�on is needed.

Click the right mouse bu�on at a member

Click on Connect to (or Anchor or Modify)

You can select one or mul�ple members to connect to. Mul�ple members can be selected either by holding CTRL
or SHIFT key or by dragging the mouse in the scene

Press Spacebar to confirm the selec�on

Choose one of the proposed designs in the Connec�on Browser

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/b4bdf242-d59f-4266-a7b9-f7ddeba7513e/Right-click%20mouse%20button%20design%20proposal.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/998ca24d-c0fc-4cf4-9a3b-ffbf005583a6/ConBr-select_2.png
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Termination of old Template Manager
As you might have no�ced, the old-fashioned and outdated Template Manager has been made obsolete in version
22.0. If you need to transfer your custom designs into the new Connec�on Browser, use the 21.1 version of IDEA
Sta�Ca where both func�ons are implemented next to each other. 

Create the design you want to transfer by loading it from the Template Manager in 21.1 and Publish it to Connec�on
Browser to your Private or Company set of designs.

Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel.

Surface - all around cutting method
The all-around cu�ng method solves the issue with cuts of the tubular sec�ons. For such a Cut
opera�on it is possible to use a simple "Surface - all-around" feature.
Curved hollow sec�ons in IDEA Sta�Ca (e.g. CHS) are represented by a polygon of mul�ple plates composing the shell
of the member. When a hollow sec�on is cut by the cu�ng method Surface, the cut plates are divided into two parts
and only one part remains, while the other one is cut off. There is no workaround to cover this issue with this cu�ng
method.

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/656f9fe6-ac1b-40d0-9bec-db4389d8cfd9/ConBr-select_3.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/190dd315-b3f6-4cbd-9223-34db31a83569/ConBr-TemplateManager_1.png
https://www.ideastatica.com/steel
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For such cases, there is an updated cu�ng method Surface - all around, which doesn't cut off any part of the member
shell except the shape that goes thru it.

Note that cu�ng methods Surface and Surface - all around may lead to slightly different weld geometries. Especially
for CHS cross-sec�ons, where the Surface method is specifically modified to avoid bad mesh with very small triangle
lengths.

Also, the posi�on of one-sided fillet welds is changed compared to the surface method, which is immediately visible in
the 3D model. 

This update has been available since the 21.1.2 patch.

Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel.

Introduction video of the Surface – all-around feature:

Lateral-Torsional Restraint at the member with defined stiffness
Lateral-torsional restraint is available in IDEA Sta�Ca Connec�on and IDEA Sta�Ca Member. The
main applica�on is for members that are restrained by floor, trapezoidal shee�ng, or cladding.
This feature is useful especially to determine lateral-torsional buckling for members in the Member applica�on and to
avoid unwanted torsional deforma�on and stress of eccentrically loaded members in the Connec�on applica�on.

Both symmetric or asymmetric members are loaded in the center of gravity but because the deforma�on of the top
flange is typically restrained, torsion is neglected. Such members can now be analyzed correctly.

A manufacturing opera�on has been added to Connec�on. 

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/52cc65dc-2faf-4518-abc2-d62afca82ea1/Surface%20-%20all%20around%20new%20cutting%20method.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/a9c8d865-16c9-46ef-bb28-831aa9d8bce5/Surface%20-%20all%20around%20new%20cutting%20method2.png
https://www.ideastatica.com/steel
https://www.ideastatica.com/connection-design
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The length of the restraint can be either full or par�al.

The restraint can be set as con�nuous or discrete.

And the s�ffness of the torsional or/and lateral restraint can be defined independetly as free, rigid or with a specific
value and this can be set independently for torsion and lateral buckling.

The opera�on Lateral-Torsional Restraint has been added to the Member applica�on as well.

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/088075e4-e673-473b-ba47-8afb35a5ddd7/LT%20Restraint_1.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/8b9516ca-0a14-4fbd-a375-901bbb2471e0/LT%20Restraint_3.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/e5701d40-6a58-4862-a687-8fede57bd9c6/LT%20Restraint_4.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/cc007330-564f-47ba-a443-e98611b3f883/LT%20Restraint_5.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/28b115c1-bc74-4c05-8741-5451b4181f9a/LT%20Restraint_6.png
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Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel.

Introduction video of the Lateral-Torsional Restraint at the member:

Fatigue analysis improvements
There are several improvements in the analysis of fa�gue:

The evalua�on of stress in the fa�gue analysis was improved by taking the bolt holes into account. Holes (e.g. bolt
holes) are taken into account in the fa�gue sec�on. That means the stress concentra�ons now correctly influence
the calcula�on of the stress unlike in the past when the stress was averaged along the whole sec�on length. The
part of the sec�on passing the (bolt) hole has zero stress.

The fa�gue stress can be displayed in welds directly as well as in plate sec�ons near the weld (as it used to be in
previous versions). In results, open the Weld tab to see the maximum normal stress (σ ) and corresponding
shear stress (τ ) and maximum shear stress (τ ) and corresponding normal stress (σ ). 
The results for plates at the weld are now available under the Weld sec�ons tab. 
You can get more details in the Theore�cal Background: Fa�gue analysis type.

wf,max

wf wf,max wf

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/6fa889c7-8fdc-4324-9b15-b69850149445/LT%20Restraint_7.png
https://www.ideastatica.com/steel
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/dcd1f805-d82c-4297-a972-f6158e49824f/Fatigue_1.png
https://www.ideastatica.com/support-center/fatigue-analysis-type
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The features have been available since the 21.1.1 patch.

Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel.

Through long bolts for hollow sections warning
There is a warning regarding the analysis of through bolts for hollow sec�ons (e.g. RHS). Both
Bearing and Fric�on types of bolts in IDEA Sta�Ca applica�ons are considered in the CBFEM
analysis as nonlinear springs.

If the strain reaches the plas�c branch of the material diagram, a warning is shown (for plates, sec�ons, bolts, welds,
and anchors).

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/574581e9-bb7a-493d-9104-8fe43476dfe1/Fatigue_2.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/bd2adf97-3767-459a-8eb0-4dcf06df6d43/Fatigue_3.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/26c94ad6-6664-406f-bfe5-2e4791869c61/Fatigue_4.png
https://www.ideastatica.com/steel
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For this reason, analysis of through bolts is not accurate and those should be avoided in the model for code-checking
connec�ons and as member details. Through bolts should be modeled as solid pins, which is not yet a supported
feature in IDEA Sta�Ca. Read more about bolts in the ar�cle Bolts and preloaded bolts.

Bolts are considered as through bolts for bolted connec�ons with a gap between any connected plates greater than
the tolerance limit of 3 mm.

For bolts with such a gap whose type is Fric�on - analysis can not run and a message is displayed in the 3D window
with the name of the opera�on and the explana�on.

For bolts with such a gap whose type is Bearing - tension/shear - there is a note in the report sta�ng the results may
not be accurate.

This update has been available since the 21.1.2 patch.

Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel.

Baseplate connection without anchors
In IDEA Sta�ca you can design and code-check baseplate connec�ons without anchors. Such a
feature helps engineers with compression checks in concrete.
In the IDEA Sta�Ca Connec�on applica�on, the concrete block is simplified as 2D contact elements. The contact
between the concrete and the baseplate works only in compression and the compressive force is transferred via the
Winkler-Pasternak subsoil model. 

A concrete block can be set up with an anchor grid with empty rows or posi�ons of anchors.

https://www.ideastatica.com/support-center/bolts-and-preloaded-bolts
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/f6cc2d7a-4902-4f2f-8cc5-e31419583465/Through%20bolts%20for%20hollow%20sections%20warning2.png
https://www.ideastatica.com/steel
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/2e76970e-9ea6-43fb-be04-90ec45c42a71/Baseplate%20without%20anchors01.png
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Or you can set the simple Contact op�on.

This update has been available since the 21.1.4 patch.

Implemented in Expert and Enhanced edi�on of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel.

Loads in equilibrium by default
To provide be�er safety and reduce the risk of underes�ma�ng the load effects on supported
members, the load in equilibrium will be set as the default op�on when star�ng a new project in
version 22.0.
The importance of defining the load on both ends of the supported member is described in many Support Center
ar�cles (such as Equilibrium and suppor�ng member).

From version 22.0 on, the default se�ngs of the load will be "Loads in equilibrium" and the table with unbalanced
forces will be displayed below. The user is responsible for the correct input of the internal forces on all members. Of
course, the se�ngs can be switched off, but a�en�on must be paid to possible consequences. 

All templates in IDEA Sta�Ca Connec�on have been adjusted accordingly. 

Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel.

Material library and code checks update
The Material and product range library (MPRL) in Connec�on and Member as well as some
specific code checks have been updated for several design codes.

European standard (EN)

Changes may have possibly a very small effect on the punching shear resistance of bolts.

The update has been available since the 21.1.1 patch.

UK cross-sections (BS)
The following sec�ons have been added to MPRL:

Change bolt assemblies in EN according to ISO 4014

Add non-standard bolt assemblies M14, M33, etc. to EN MPRL 

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/84fdf5ad-7031-4b93-9204-5a0682b61a6e/Baseplate%20without%20anchors02.png
https://www.ideastatica.com/support-center/equilibrium-and-supporting-member
https://www.ideastatica.com/steel
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Added UB Added UC

UB 406 x 140 x 53 UC 152 x 152 x 44

UB 406 x 178 x 85 UC 152 x 152 x 51

UB 457 x 191 x 106 UC 203 x 203 x 100

UB 457 x 191 x 133 UC 203 x 203 x 113

UB 457 x 191 x 161 UC 203 x 203 x 127

UB 533 x 165 x 66  

UB 533 x 165 x 75  

UB 533 x 165 x 85  

This update has been available since the 21.1.4 patch.

Cross-sec�onal proper�es are taken from: h�ps://www.steelforlifebluebook.co.uk/ub/ec3-ukna/sec�on-proper�es-
dimensions-proper�es/

US standards (AISC)

The update has been available since the 21.1.1 patch.

W40X655

W36X925

W36X853

W36X802

W36X723

W21X275

W21X248

W21X223

W14X873

W14X808

ASTM F1554 bolt assemblies were added

Update of cross-sec�ons - open sec�ons W, S, M according to Steel Design Manual 15.0.

The following sec�ons have been added:

Update of HSS from 14.1 to 15.0  (new cross-sec�ons were added). 

The division between A1085, A1065 (nominal wall thickness) and A500, A501, A618, A847 (reduced wall
thickness). 

https://www.steelforlifebluebook.co.uk/ub/ec3-ukna/section-properties-dimensions-properties/
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These updates above have been available since 21.1.5 patch.

These three updates above are available since version 22.0.0.

Australian standard (AS)
The new Australian steel code was released in 2020 and it replaced the code from 1998. In IDEA Sta�Ca Connec�on,
we have updated the checks as well as the documenta�on available on our web or in the applica�on. 

The update has been available since the 21.1.1 patch.

HSS (14.1) were updated to HSS (15.0 - A1085, A1065)

HSS (15.0 - A500, A501, A618, A847) are new cross-sec�on tables

Pipes (A53) are from now on with reduced thickness - results will change due to this change.

Concrete in compression 
The resistance of concrete in compression may now be reduced by stress cut-off ra�o in Code setup. The loaded
area, A , is determined as the area, where stress in concrete is higher than the peak stress mul�plied by stress cut-
off ra�o. Loaded area A  and Suppor�ng area A  are shown in 2D window. The stress cut-off ra�o is set by default
to 0.4. 

1

1 2

Bolts in bearing 
The resistance of bolts in bearing can be now increased by disregarding deforma�on at the bolt hole at service load
as a design considera�on according to AISC 360-16: J3.10: Bearing and Tearout Strength at Bolt holes. A checkbox
is now available in Code setup.

Reduc�on of bolt shear resistance for connec�on with fillers  
Bolt shear resistance for connec�ons with fillers is now reduced according to AISC 360-16, J5.2. A filler is
recognized by IDEA Sta�Ca as an inserted plate that is not connected to any other weld or bolt grid. It is not
checked whether the filler is properly developed. 
The factor for fillers of slip-cri�cal connec�ons, h , is now determined properly according to AISC 360-16, J3.8. For
two or more filler plates, h  is reduced to 0,85.

f

f

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/489c6991-3a2c-478c-a7e8-ffa7c983f3d9/MPRL_CiC.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/9dbf98aa-d950-460e-a548-bd10b751d8ad/MPRL_Filler.png
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Furthermore, we have included several new bolt assemblies according to EN 14399-3:2015:

Regarding the code check, it was complemented for high strength bolt assemblies according to ASI TN001 by:

For bolt strengths and dimensions missing in the table, following formulas are used: 

Indian standard (IS)

The update has been available since the 21.1.5 patch.

Russian standard (SP)

HR8.8 bolt assemblies

HR10.9 bolt assemblies

Reduc�on factor 0.5/0.6 for tensile strength, f > 840 MPa, and shear plane intercep�ng bolt threadsuf 

Minimum bolt tension for preloaded bolts: 
For bolts grade 8.8 (f = 830 MPa) and grade 10.9 (f = 1040 MPa), the minimum bolt tension is taken from AS
4100:2020, Table 15.2.2.2:

uf uf 

for f  < 1000 MPa: N  = f  * 60/83 * Au � u s

for f  >= 1000 MPa: N  = f  * 83/104 * Au � u s

Added cross-sec�ons: CHS, RHS, and SHS by Tata Structura.

The dimensions unified according to ISO 4014. 
The update has been available since the 21.1.1 patch.

The last revision of the Russian code affected the fric�on-type bolts code check in IDEA Sta�Ca Connec�on.  
The formula for the design tensile strength of a high-strength bolt R = 0.7 · R is replaced by design tensile
strength R  according to SP 16, Table 5. 

bh bun 

bt

https://www.steel.org.au/resources/elibrary/resource-items/tn001-high-strength-structural-bolt-assemblies-to/
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/25fbe905-c97e-4a7b-84bb-c8169b25357f/MPRL_2.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/f5099a89-212a-4f2e-ae71-59583397908d/MPRL_3.png
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The update has been available since the 21.1.4 patch.

--------------

Find out more about all the MPRL possibili�es in the Support Center.

Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel.

Export of moment-rotation curve to CSV and DXF
The moment-rota�on curve of the rota�onal and axial s�ffness in the S�ffness analysis or the
load-strain curve in the Joint design resistance are now possible to export into CSV or DXF files
for further custom processing. Another op�on is to export the figure as a bitmap.
Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel.

Connection Lite update
Our popular free cloud service for checking of dozens of joint configura�ons has been updated to
comply with the desktop version.
The results of the current version of Connec�on Lite comply with the released version of our desktop applica�ons. In
the same way, the IDEA Sta�Ca Viewer was updated as well.

You can design, analyze and check your connec�on, export the connec�on to 3D DWG, save and open the project and
print the report under your account.

Logging by Google account is disabled in the current version.

The updated formula looks like this:

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/9d165349-44aa-4ec1-903a-a613226fa457/Formula%20SP%2016%20-%20Cl.%2012.3.png
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https://viewer.ideastatica.com/
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Available at h�ps://connec�on.ideasta�ca.com/.

News for BIM links
Structural engineers use IDEA Sta�Ca Checkbot a lot - on average, nearly 40,000 steel connec�ons are imported every
month, worldwide. Version 22 makes this even more usable for the everyday design process, for all our supported BIM
links. 

IDEA Sta�Ca Checkbot version 22.0 brings you:

Add or merge nodes of connections and members in Checkbot
Since version 22.0 defining and edi�ng new design items is possible in the Checkbot app. You can
simply select and create connec�ons and members directly in the structural model inside the
Checkbot.
Why did we come up with this feature? In previous versions, the user could face the obstacle that some Connec�ons
were not created automa�cally or had two connec�on models for one structural joint. This issue can now be solved by
manual crea�on of whatever joint or member needs to be analyzed.

For import from FEA applica�ons both op�ons, Connec�ons, and Member crea�on is available. For import from CAD
applica�ons, only the Connec�on op�on is present.

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/5d06f0a3-1e3a-4121-8074-343c8483f410/Lite_2.png
https://connection.ideastatica.com/
https://www.ideastatica.com/checkbot
https://www.ideastatica.com/bim-links
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Maybe an even more important issue solved with this manual crea�on is the connec�on arrangement with close
structural joints which should be analyzed in one common Connec�on model. Typically with eccentric diagonal bracing
members, it's very o�en the case. Now the user can decide which specific joints should be analyzed in the common
Connec�on model.

The secondary use-case for this feature is in the use of IOM/ SAF / RAM Import. When a user uses Checkbot as a
standalone applica�on, the structural model is brought from 3rd party applica�on automa�cally, but the Connec�ons
and Members to be analyzed need to be selected manually. And that's exactly where this feature helps a lot.

Two possibili�es of crea�ng new Connec�ons:

Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel.

A wider range of 3rd party applications
Our list of Import formats for standalone use of Checkbot has grown in version 22.0. Besides
already embedded IOM and SAF formats, a new RAM op�on is here.

Bentley RAM Structural System (RSS) link with RAM interface
We have implemented an FEA link with Bentley built on the .rss format import. This link is a result of communica�on
with our customers and their requests for linking to this popular FEA so�ware. 

A�er saving the structural model in RAM Structural System so�ware, the .rss file is created. Now you have an op�on
to simply import these files into the Checkbot, where the model will be loaded and displayed in the 3D graphic
window.

Here you can download a PDF file with the details for use of RAM SS BIM-link import. 

Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel.

one connec�on - the user can go one by one1

mul�ple connec�ons at once - several Connec�ons can be created at once2
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Tekla Structural Designer linked through Checkbot
Not only the CAD app Tekla Structures is possible to connect with IDEA Sta�Ca. Also, another Trimble company
applica�on is now possible to link - the FEM app called Tekla Structural Designer (TSD). 

This link is not ac�vely supported by IDEA Sta�Ca but it is being developed on side of Trimble.

STRAP linked through Checkbot
Another 3rd party applica�on possible to connect with IDEA Sta�Ca apps from version 22.0 is STRAP. This STRuctural
Analysis Program is a solu�on of Israel So�ware company ATIR Engineering Sofware Development. The user can
import the structural model into Checkbot app thanks to the integrated plug-in.

This link is not ac�vely supported by IDEA Sta�Ca but it is being developed on side of ATIR.

Export of editable connections
We hear very o�en from our customers, that they like to work with IDEA Sta�Ca Connec�on
Member models independently from the Synced models inside the Checkbot. For many reasons,
this can help in everyday design workflows.
Therefore the possibility of expor�ng editable files from Checkbot was introduced in version 22.0.

The user can now export par�cular connec�ons into:

Once the Separate project files are exported, they are no longer linked to the original Checkbot structural model, and
therefore no further synchroniza�on with the 3rd party applica�ons or their management in Checkbot is possible.

Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel.

Syncing of solved connection models

Separate files - individual IDEA Connec�on project files would be created for every Connec�on selected in
Checkbot's list of project items

1

Single project - one Mul�-connec�on IDEA project file with several connec�on models will be created from
selected Connec�ons listed in Checkbot  

2

https://www.ideastatica.com/bim/tekla-structural-designer
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Users of Checkbot app asked for an op�on of synchroniza�on for specific design items only. This
is possible from version 22.0 on.
With a feature of Sync Current Item, the user has an op�on to select par�cular Connec�ons or Members which should
be updated and therefore save some �me with unnecessary synchroniza�on. Furthermore, the user can be sure that
already solved Connec�ons won't be affected by the synchroniza�on of the whole structural model.

  Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel.

Sync all vs. Sync current item
Users of the Checkbot app asked for an op�on of synchroniza�on for specific design items only.
This is possible from version 22.0 on.
With a feature of Sync Current Item, the user has an op�on to select par�cular Connec�ons or Members which should
be updated and therefore save some �me with unnecessary synchroniza�on. Furthermore, the user can be sure that
already solved Connec�ons won't be affected by the synchroniza�on of the whole structural model.

Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel.

Improved Cross-section Conversion
From version 22.0 on, the Conversion table for cross-sec�on got the more usable skin
In previous versions, looking for your par�cular cross-sec�on could be slightly unclear as the user had to scroll down
the long list of items. As an improvement of usability, we edit this conversion table to be very similar to what is well
proven in the Connec�on app. Now you can select from the set of �les with dis�nguished cross-sec�on types.

Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel.

The Checkbot can be started from your 3  party applica�on or as a standalone app and enables you to combine inputs
from mul�ple sources.

If you want to check the compa�bility with your par�cular applica�on, just take a look at our list of ac�vely supported
versions.

rd
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Supported BIM links in version 22.0
The latest two major releases supported
We have made several ac�ons to ensure the consistent update process of our BIM links. In each major release of IDEA
Sta�Ca (this year, it will be 22.0 and 22.1), we will support the two most recent major releases of each linked
applica�on. The older versions will become obsolete, this will happen in the major IDEA releases only (patches will
never disconnect older versions). On the other hand, when a new major release of the BIM applica�on comes, we will
develop/update the link in 2 months – the link will appear in a patch of IDEA Sta�Ca.

The current state of the supported versions will be always presented on our web. With the 22.0 release, we will
support the versions presented in the first column of the table. The “In development” column represents the newest
versions that will start to be supported in a patch of 22.0. The fourth column shows versions that are no longer
supported.

The older versions of BIM-linked applica�ons may s�ll be used, nevertheless, we will not ac�vely support the projects
or fix possible bugs.

Available in Expert and Enhanced edi�on.

RAM Structural System BIM link
With version 22.0 a next 3rd party applica�on is possible to connect with IDEA Sta�Ca apps through Checkbot. The
Structural model from RAM Structural System from Bentley can be imported through .rss file format import.

Available in Expert and Enhanced edi�on.

News for Concrete and Prestressing
IDEA Sta�Ca Detail has earned a leading posi�on in the design and assessment of concrete structures and details,
especially in cases of difficult parts of the structures with openings or abrupt changes in geometry where classical
beam theory cannot be applied. We have listened to your requests and developed frequently asked features to IDEA
Sta�Ca Detail. Now engineers can minimize the errors and let IDEA Sta�Ca calculate the self-weight of the structure
automa�cally. No ma�er how complex the geometry, haunches, complex cross-sec�ons, and discon�nuity regions with
different thicknesses are, we improved and speed up the CSFM solver and expanded the analysis results. IDEA Sta�Ca
Detail is a powerful, fast, and safe tool for the structural design of concrete structures.

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/3d71f736-b54b-4df1-8a9e-23258673248f/v22_BIM%20link%20supported%20versions_04.png
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IDEA Sta�Ca Member - in the previous version, we implemented the GMNIA nonlinear method. In version 22, we
focused on user interface improvements, such as facilita�ng the input of geometry and loads, and especially on the
interpreta�on of the outputs of the nonlinear analysis. These UI improvements speed up the process of modeling,
facilitate the inputs and make your work in IDEA Sta�Ca Member even more efficient.

The improvements in Concrete and Prestressing include:

Auto-calculation of self-weight of discontinuity regions
Self-weight of the analyzed structure is from IDEA Sta�Ca v22.0 considered automa�cally by the
so�ware, so the users don’t have to spend extra �me with manual calcula�on.
The func�onality Self-weight is available for all structures modeled as a whole except parts of the beams with trimmed
ends. It works similarly to Surface load type, the value of the self-weight is calculated automa�cally for each part of
the structure according to its real thickness. The Self-weight is defined as a Permanent load case.

If the model contains more regions (walls), the self-weight can be defined for each region separately. There are op�ons
for assigning the self-weight for a par�cular region or for all of them at the same �me.

Proper�es such as the direc�on of gravita�on and gravita�onal constant can be changed in the Se�ngs.
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Available in both Enhanced edi�on of IDEA Sta�Ca Concrete and IDEA Sta�Ca Prestressing.

Introduction video of the Self-weight auto-calculation feature:

Up to 4-times faster CSFM solver
Innova�ve design and code-check of reinforced and prestressed concrete discon�nuity regions
can be done via CSFM analysis implemented in IDEA Sta�Ca Detail.
Almost every release of IDEA Sta�Ca we announce the speeding-up of the CSFM calcula�on. Let me explain why is
that. And why is there s�ll an opportunity to speed up some part of the calcula�on? A�er pressing the Calculate
bu�on in IDEA Sta�Ca Detail, several ac�ons are performed:

In the last release, we focused on the preprocessor. The data prepara�on is an essen�al part of the CSFM analysis. The
more complex is the discon�nuity region, the more �me-consuming is this part. That is why we keep improving the
algorithms for meshing and assembling the finite element model. Read more about it in the previous release of IDEA
Sta�Ca.

This �me we focused on the solver part. We implemented a new material model which considers the Poisson number.
This modified material model makes the calcula�on more stable and requires fewer itera�ons, hence faster calcula�on
�me. Other improvements like be�er control over the model divergency and improved algorithms for assembling the
s�ffness matrices also caused addi�onal speeding-up of the solver. 

The most significant solver speeding-up can be observed for the prestressed members or projects containing lots of
load cases/combina�ons. The CSFM solver is now up to 4 �mes faster than the previous versions'. Look at the chart of
the comparison of the calcula�on �me between IDEA Sta�Ca versions 21.1.4 and 22.0.

Prepara�on of the CSFM model (meshing concrete region, detec�ng reinforcement, and connec�ng the concrete
and steel en��es with mul�-point constraint elements bond elements) - preprocessor

CSFM (Compa�ble stress field method) analysis - solver

Result interpreta�on and code-checks - postprocessor
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Available in both Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Concrete and IDEA Sta�Ca Prestressing.

Thorough CSFM results available
Thanks to improved post-processing of the CSFM results you can observe all results at any part of
the analyzed structure and comprehensive the structure behavior upon defined loads.
In the older versions of IDEA Sta�Ca Detail, you obtained only the extreme results from CSFM analysis. The cri�cal
spot of the structure was labeled, and the remaining concrete parts or reinforcements possessed the corresponding
color based on the color pale�e. If there was an interest in other values apart from the cri�cal point, you needed to
es�mate them based on the colors.

All CSFM outputs are available

Now, no es�ma�on is necessary! All CSFM results can be displayed as a tool�p by staying with your mouse pointer at
the point of your interest for a few seconds or simply using the le�-click bu�on. The displayed value always
corresponds to the result of the closest node of the finite element mesh of the reinforced concrete model. This
func�onality is available for all CSMF outputs and checks for all en��es of the finite element model, i.e., concrete,
reinforcement and tendon.

Results in a Chart

And there is more! Use the right-click bu�on and observe new func�onality - result interpreta�on in a Chart. A�er
clicking on a part of a structure (Shi�+ le�-click bu�on or running the context menu by right-click bu�on), the load-
deforma�on curve or curve presents the development of the observed variable (stress, strain, crack width, etc.) is
drawn in the upper-le� corner of the main scene. The curve presents all load increments that were applied in CSFM
analysis for the current load case or combina�on. The value of the load increment selected in the ribbon of Results is
highlighted in the chart by the red color. The horizontal axis represents the applied load increment (P = 100% of
applied prestressing, G = applied 100% of permanent load, V = applied 100% of variable load). The ver�cal axis
represents the observed CSFM results, such as stresses, strains, deforma�on, crack width, anchorage forces, and
others. The data from the chart can be exported to a bitmap, CSV, or DXF file using the context menu of the chart
(right-click bu�on).
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The load-deforma�on curve is actually the capacity curve (or pushover curve) of the analyzed discon�nuity region. So
you can use these chart outputs when the structural seismic design is necessary for your project. In that case, you
appreciate the data export to CSV file.

Tips on how to work efficiently with thorough results in IDEA StatiCa Detail

staying on the point displays the tool�p with the currently observed result

using le�-click bu�on displays the tool�p with the currently observed result

using right-click context menu within the main scene offers a new possibility to display the detailed results in the
chart, apart from the func�onali�es (Print, export to Bitmap, DXF and clipboard)

using right-click context menu within the chart you can export the chart to bitmap, CSV or DXF
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Available in both Enhanced edi�on of IDEA Sta�Ca Concrete and IDEA Sta�Ca Prestressing.

Introduction video of the self-weight auto-calculation feature & thorough CSFM results:

Auto-calculation of short-term losses for post-tensioned tendons
Model, design, and code-check prestressed beams, deep beams via the more advanced method,
CSFM. Compa�ble stress field method.
Since version 21.1, it is possible to model the prestressing tendons and include them in CSFM analysis. Prestressing
losses had to be defined by the user. There is an op�on of auto-calcula�on of short-term losses for post-tensioned
tendons only. You can use the auto-calcula�on or s�ll define them, it is up to you. We automa�cally calculate losses
due to fric�on, anchorage set, and short-term relaxa�on among short-term losses.

If you wish to calculate short-term losses automa�cally, just select the op�on Calculate automa�cally.

set the number of the load increments to get the smooth capacity curves

pressing Shi� key+le� click bu�on within the analyzed structure, you get the corresponding result in the chart 

save the detailed results to the Gallery and a�ach these snapshots to your report 
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Available in Enhanced edi�on of IDEA Sta�Ca Prestressing.

Bulk import from DXF drawing
Since version 21.1.1, it is possible to use bulk selec�on in the Detail applica�on when impor�ng a
cross-sec�on or reinforcement from a DXF file. Bulk selec�on is achieved by pressing the Ctrl key
and selec�ng en��es one by one or selec�ng by the selec�on window.
Bulk import from DXF drawing in Detail applica�on is available in Concrete Enhanced and Prestressing Enhanced
edi�on of IDEA Sta�Ca Concrete.

Ordering of load cases and combinations in Detail
In previous versions, mixing occurred when a new load case or combina�on was created. Since
version 21.1.1, load cases and combina�ons have been rearranged according to the ul�mate and
serviceability limit state.
A great benefit for the users in terms of clarity and load handling.

Ordering of load cases is available in Enhanced and Prestressing Enhanced edi�on of IDEA Sta�Ca Concrete.

Wireframe view & result interpretation of concrete members
IDEA Sta�Ca 22.0 Member app is subjected to con�nuous development. First, the focus was on
implemen�ng various types of analyses. As a second we focus on post-processing the results.

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/afb38264-fc75-41c8-812e-3907b1e23117/Auto-calculation%20of%20short-term%20losses%20for%20post-tensioned%20tendons.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/83ccef1b-74d0-41c0-9889-7b05793c4b28/auto%20calculation%20of%20prestressin%20losses%20of%20post-tensioned%20tendons-settings.PNG
https://www.ideastatica.com/precast-engineer
https://www.ideastatica.com/concrete
https://www.ideastatica.com/concrete
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Huge improvements were done at result interpreta�on in IDEA Sta�Ca Member for Concrete

Structure view has been added - Wireframe view. Now you can observe the structure in a solid, transparent, or
wireframe view.

Reac�ons displayed in the 3D scene according to selected Load case or Combina�on

3D visualiza�on of the deformed structure. You can observe the total displacement (Usum) or the par�cular
components in direc�ons x,y and z (Ux, Uy, Uz).

 

https://www.ideastatica.com/concrete-member-design
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/22fa33df-53af-40c0-8706-c95b7d41f7ac/Improved%20result%20interpretation%20in%20Member-%20solid-transaparent-wireframe%20view.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/87cc1725-e9bd-4917-b195-57ccbebedf61/Improved%20result%20interpretation%20in%20Member-%20solid-%20transparent%20-%20wireframe%20view.gif
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/b1cff3dd-54fa-46b7-a18e-87631ea603b3/Improved%20result%20interpretation%20in%20Member-%20reactions.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/2e659b46-cfe6-4d72-8ec3-c9b5324b66d1/Improved%20result%20interpretation%20in%20Member-%20displacement.png
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Available in all edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Concrete and Prestressing.

Introduction video of the new features in IDEA StatiCa Member:

Model management improved, right-click actions and point loads in Member
IDEA Sta�Ca Member, the applica�on for concrete design and code-check via standard ane more
advanced methods. You can use it as standalone or launch it from Checkbot linked with your FEA
applica�on.

3D visualiza�on of the overall results from MNA and GMNIA analysis

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/2d552dc3-d5b7-4e48-8e9a-83f5116e0e78/LBA-sixth%20Eigenmode.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/a43427d1-ee75-41d6-83ac-7b0cf7256994/Overall%20results%20-%20GMNIA.gif
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/3ad8b470-35c4-4a7e-ab27-de2fd9f7f287/GMNIA-stress%20in%20reinforcement.png
https://www.ideastatica.com/concrete
https://www.ideastatica.com/support-center/types-of-analysis-in-member-design
https://www.ideastatica.com/support-center/types-of-analysis-in-member-design
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IDEA Sta�Ca Member has been around for a while. In the previous version, we focused on the implementa�on of the
GMNIA nonlinear method. This �me, we focused on user interface improvements that push the Member sky high.
There are two ways how to use the Member app.

If you use the Member as a standalone applica�on you will appreciate these improvements very much. All these
improvements speed up the process of modeling, facilitate the inputs and make your work even more efficient.

List of UI improvements in IDEA StatiCa Member

Standalone use

Launching the Member from Checkbot linked with your FEA applica�on

Display of the defined nodes prior to the member being defined in case of using the general input. It speeds up the
process of modeling and minimizes the incorrect inputs.

Work with the well-organized model. In the previous versions, you had to click further to the proper�es of the
member to get to know the name of the joint and its boundary condi�ons and it all took you precious �me. With
the new version, the joints are displayed with the cube around that is highlighted when the joint is selected, either
in the naviga�on tree on in the 3D scene. By clicking on Joints in the ribbon the labels can be displayed, too.

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/dd67f3c9-05d0-4b02-b89d-b18052d309d3/Display%20of%20the%20defined%20nodes%20prior%20the%20member%20is%20defined%20-%20IDEA%20StatiCa%20Member.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/639776a1-f605-46da-83e6-e2189c5836ff/Display%20of%20the%20defined%20nodes%20-%20IDEA%20StatiCa%20Member.gif
https://www.ideastatica.com/checkbot
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Use the right-click bu�on to run the context menu offering several speed func�onali�es, such as change of cross-
sec�on, adding of the intermediate joint, line load, point load, or running the reinforcement editor.

The load effect defini�on is more user-friendly than before. Now you can input the point load on the analyzed or
related member. The line loads and point loads have different scales to keep the model well-arranged. The
eccentricity can be defined for the point load.

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/1130a483-7aa6-49b2-8c22-14dc0642f75c/Work%20with%20the%20well-organized%20model%20in%20IDEA%20StatiCa%20Member%20-%20cubes%20around%20joints.gif
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/4975e774-11ef-4a8b-be71-6d8da9a1636f/UI%20improvement%20Member%20-%20right-click%20button.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/6cd88e75-99b0-41e0-8838-c0b69c24bd77/UI%20improvement%20Member%20-%20point%20loads%20-transparent%20view.png
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Faster input via copy&paste values to the table of end forces on the related members

Reinforcement edi�ng is now available directly from the property window. In the previous version, you needed to
launch the reinforcement editor and modify the reinforcement material, diameters, and numbers there. Now you
can modify the reinforcement faster.

You can no�ce that the checkboxes were added to Loads and Reinforcement. Thanks to them you can input the
load effects or reinforcement and do not have to consider them for the analysis. In case of an unsa�sfied check, you
can simply switch on or off the par�cular reinforcement group and keep it in the model and thus avoid dele�ng and
defining a new reinforcement group.

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/218fb1af-42eb-43e4-9b4c-3c22b4f98afa/UI%20improvement%20Member%20-%20point%20loads%20ez-frame%20view.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/6ce9685a-9a2d-44e7-a3ec-41726bf1a0c0/UI%20improvement%20Member%20-%20copy-and-paste%20end%20forces%20on%20related%20members.gif
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/44b68c42-1640-4112-bf81-87cf7f875671/UI%20improvement%20Member%20-%20reinforcement%20edit.gif
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Dutch Annex for reinforced and prestressed concrete sections
Implementa�on of the Dutch Annex NEN 1992-1-1 NB 2020 for code-checks of reinforced and
prestressed concrete sec�ons has been done in IDEA Sta�Ca. Once an update of the annex is
released we always implement it to keep your projects safely designed according to the valid
code.
Available in all edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Concrete and Prestressing.

Licensing & all applications
To facilitate the way of reserving or releasing seats in your shared license pool, we adjusted the user interface of
communica�on dialogs. 

Other improvements: 

New version indicator
The applica�on will no�fy you when a new patch is released.
The applica�on will inform the user whenever the new patch is available by the small "i" bu�on in the top right corner.
If the icon turns orange, your installed version is outdated. 

You can open the Download page directly by pressing the "i" bu�on, which opens the About window. At the bo�om,
the Update bu�on opens a browser where you can get the latest patch. Again, the orange color of the Update bu�on
symbolizes a newly available patch. 

The feature has been available since the 21.1.1 patch.

Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel.

Decimal separator and date format according to Windows Regional Settings
The regional se�ng of your Windows are now used for the decimal separator as well as for the
date format.
In IDEA Sta�Ca the decimal separator is set based on your Windows se�ngs. No separator of thousands is used. The
date format is also set according to the Windows regional se�ngs.

This update has been available since the 21.1.2 patch.

Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel.

https://www.ideastatica.com/concrete
https://www.ideastatica.com/support-center/how-to-set-which-products-i-take-from-the-license-pool
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/cc86b729-a270-4168-99d0-8bd2912d4d3d/New%20version_2.png
https://www.ideastatica.com/steel
https://www.ideastatica.com/steel
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Solved incidents
See the current list of solved incidents reported by our customers.

https://www.ideastatica.com/support-center/solved-incidents-in-idea-statica-patches

